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WELCOME participants to the session: Powerful Language Gets Results

DO: Introduce yourself briefly if there are new participants.
Set expectations for the duration of the session, timing of lunch or breaks.

INSTRUCT participants introduce themselves, how long they've been in real estate, why they 
got into real estate, etc.

DEFINE the goal of Spark - for agents to get their first appointment within two weeks and to set 
them up for signing their first contract in 30 days. This is how they begin to achieve the life they 
imagine in real estate.

EXPLAIN that they will work on this goal every day by building a database, practicing scripts, 
contacting prospective clients, and getting to know their market.
In two weeks, they will:
Establish the core activities and habits that they will use their entire real estate career.
Follow up with returning agents on their activities following yesterday's class -- what they 
learned from previewing listings, reading MREA, watching selected videos on Connect, etc.
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SAY: Here’s the secret to being a successful real estate agent: there is no secret. Success 
leaves clues, so we know exactly what successful agents do every day. Every day, agents do 
two types of activities: they grow their business and run their business. 

EXPLAIN each activity on the slide and, if not obvious, why it’s important to their business. 

SAY: The goal of our time here is model what successful agents do every day and show you 
how to do it. 
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What Successful Agents Do Every Day

Grow Business Run Business

1. Lead generate for buyers and 
sellers

2. Make seller listing presentations 
and get listings

3. Make buyer presentations and 
get listings

4. Preview real estate

1. Market seller listings
2. Show buyers houses
3. Negotiate contracts
4. Transaction management to 

closing
5. Vendor management
6. Set goals
7. Compliance / risk management
8. Attend training and get coaching
9. Manage money



SAY: Today, these are the skills we’re going to focus on. 

EXPLAIN that learning and internalizing scripts will help agents in all facets of their business, 
from lead generation to getting to a closed transaction.
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What We’ll Focus on Today

Grow Business Run Business

1. Lead generate for buyers and 
sellers

2. Make seller listing 
presentations and get listings

3. Make buyer presentations and 
get listings

4. Preview real estate

1. Market seller listings
2. Show buyers houses
3. Negotiate contracts
4. Transaction management to 

closing
5. Vendor management
6. Set goals
7. Compliance / risk management
8. Attend training and get coaching
9. Manage money



TOTAL TIME: 4 hours

OVERVIEW the agenda for the day.
Understand scripts- one-hour session. Includes:
Purpose of scripts 

Activity: Remove Your Limiting Beliefs
Benefit of using scripts
Role model: Memorizing scripts
Role play: Script practice
Recap and aha’s

Build Daily Success Habits- 3-hour session. Includes:
Script practice
Lead generation 
Update contacts and follow-up
Contract practice (optional)
Create your success list
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Benefit of Using 
Scripts

Role Model: 
Memorizing 

Scripts

Role Play: 
Script Practice

Purpose of 
Scripts

Recap and 
Aha’s

Daily Success 
Habits



EXPLAIN that the focus of today’s Spark session is memorizing and internalizing scripts. It is 
important for the participants to understand how what they are learning to day fits into the 
bigger picture.

EXPLAIN that learning scripts is important because:
Practicing and internalizing scripts allows your business to grow 
With scripts you control the conversation by using purposeful language that helps you get to 
the end point, a closed transaction. 
They help you communicate your value. Once you have internalized scripts, you can add your 
value proposition which will help lead generation efforts and lead to closed deals. 
Scripts help you uncover motivations (buyer/seller) and identify any objections so you can 
handle them upfront
Scripts allow you to have a rehearsed response that delivers a powerful message in a way that 
the consumer will best understand
They allow you to ask questions in a way that they will be able to quickly share the information 
you need to better serve them
Scripts also help an agent gain confidence 

ASK participants if they have any questions before moving on. 
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The Big Picture

Scripts help you:

• Lead generate
• Uncover motivations
• Identify objections
• Close deals
• Speak in terms the customer understands
• Build confidence 



INSTRUCT participants to read the phrases on the slide.
Did you find everything you were looking for?
Go ahead, look around, and please let me know if I can help you.
I see you admiring that big-screen TV. Are you looking to get one for this big game this 
weekend?

ASK participants to raise their hands if they have ever heard the phrases or ones that are 
similar. 

ASK participants if they can think of any other common examples they’ve heard before, 
especially examples in the real estate industry.

EXPLAIN that the phrases on the slide are typically well known and commonly used in sales 
and service industries. Those phrases and the ones that are real estate focused are only 
successful when combined with the person’s knowledge of that industry, whether its 
electronics, clothing or real estate. This is where scripts come into play. 

EXPLAIN that scripts should be seen as a tool that is essential to getting their job done. 
Scripts should be 100% customer-oriented and benefit the customer throughout the entire 
conversation. 
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“I see you admiring that big-screen TV. Are you 
looking to get one for this big game this 
weekend?”

Understand 
Scripts

Purpose

Benefits

Role Model

Role Play

“Did you find everything you were looking for?”

“Go ahead, look around, and please let me 
know if I can help you.”



ASK participants “What are limiting beliefs?” and “How can a limiting belief hold you back from 
achieving what you want?”

ALLOW time for participants to share responses with the group.

EXPLAIN that limiting beliefs are negative thoughts or self-talk that hold you back.

INSTRUCT participants to turn to page 4 in their Participant Guide.

EXPLAIN that they are going to be completing an activity, first by themselves and then with a 
partner. 

EXPLAIN the instructions included in the Participant Guide. 

ASK participants to complete part one independently. 

ALLOW time for participants to pair up with one other person (they will also be working with 
this partner on the next step) close to them to share their responses.

INSTRUCT participants to complete part 2 with their partner. 

ALLOW time for both partners to complete part 2. 

ASK participants to share any aha’s from their work with their partner. 
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Activity:

Remove Your 
Limiting Beliefs



OVERVIEW the next part of the agenda.

ASK participants, “Now that you have an understanding of the purpose of scripts, why do you 
think it benefits us, as agents, to use them?”

ALLOW time for participants to respond.
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Benefit of Using 
Scripts

Role Model: 
Memorizing 

Scripts

Role Play: 
Script Practice

Purpose of 
Scripts

Recap and 
Aha’s

Daily Success 
Habits



EXPLAIN that communication isn’t about what they think they are saying- it’s about what 
someone actually hears. Scripts allow agents to have rehearsed responses that deliver a 
powerful message in a way that customers will best understand, or it can allow agents to ask 
powerful questions in a way that they will be able to quickly share the information their 
customers need to better serve them. 

EXPLAIN the benefits of using scripts:
Scripts build confidence in their job abilities.
Scripts allow agents to stay focused on the conversation and in the present moment.
Scripts allow for consistency in what is said and actions that agents take.

ASK “What are some experiences you have had when using scripts?” and/or “What do you 
think is the most important benefit of learning and using scripts?”

ALLOW time for participants to share their responses with a small group near them (3-5 
people per group). 
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Understand 
Scripts

Purpose

Benefits

Role Model

Role Play

Scripts build confidence in job ability.

Scripts allow you to stay focused on the 
conversation and in the present moment.

Scripts allow for consistency in what is said and 
actions that agents take.



INSTRUCT participants to turn to page 5 in their Participant Guide.

TELL participants to review the discussion questions before you start the video. They will be 
using these questions to help guide a conversation after the video is over.
What is the benefit of asking questions vs telling in a conversation?
What are some things that you can do in a conversation to show the other party that you are 
truly listening?
How does tone of voice and body language affect conversation?

CLICK the slide to play the video.

FACILITATE a discussion on scripts using the video and the discussion questions from the 
Participant Guide. 

ALLOW about 5 minutes for discussion. 
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OVERVIEW the next part of the agenda.

ASK participants, “Now that you have an understanding of the purpose of scripts, why do you 
think it benefits us, as agents, to use them?”

ALLOW time for participants to respond.
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Benefit of Using 
Scripts

Role Model: 
Memorizing 

Scripts

Role Play: 
Script Practice

Purpose of 
Scripts

Recap and 
Aha’s

Daily Success 
Habits



EXPLAIN that before you get into the role model with scripts, it is important to understand that 
reading through a script one time is not enough to internalize them and make them sound 
natural. It takes time and dedicated practice for scripts to sound natural. They are a tool to do 
their jobs, how often do you practice a new task just one time before you are proficient at any 
job?

INSTRUCT participants to get into small groups of people around them (3-5 people). They will 
need to turn to page 6 in their Participant Guide.

ASK participants, “What are 3 negative consequences of failing to learn scripts?” 

TELL participants they will need to brainstorm responses to the question as a group and 
record their thoughts in their Participant Guide.

ALLOW 5-7 minutes for participants to work together. Then lead a quick whole group review of 
negative consequences the groups brainstormed.

EXPLAIN that in order to internalize scripts and to make them their own (sound natural and 
friendly) it is best practice to memorize them. This takes time and practice.

SHARE the mindset, “Because of scripts, I sell more houses and earn more income.”
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Understand 
Scripts

Purpose

Benefits

Role Model

Role Play

Memorization and practice lead to internalization of scripts



EXPLAIN that in order to get purposeful about how they practice their scripts there is a 6-step 
process for memorization.

INSTRUCT participants to turn to page 7 in their Participant Guide.

REVIEW the 6-step process.
1. Read the first sentence of the script out loud 5 times

When you read your script out loud, you’re engaging your eyes, your voice, and your 
entire body.

2. Repeat the same sentence five times with a smile on your face.
You will notice a difference in your tonality when you say it with a smile. Try standing 
in front of a mirror; watch your body language as you repeat your script

3. Read the second line of the script out loud 10 times while smiling
4. Say the script from memory. Put the script down and don’t look at it. From memory, recite 
the first two sentences out loud ten times with a smile. If you make a mistake, start over from 
the beginning.
5. Say the script by adding one sentence at a time, repeating ten times. Any time you make a 
mistake, go back to the beginning. 
6. Say the entire script. As fast as you can, five times in a row. Your chances of stumbling 
when reading the script at a normal pace after you have practiced and chanted them are very 
small. 

MODEL going through the 6-step process with one of the scripts included in the script book. 

ASK participants if they have any aha’s or questions about the process for memorizing scripts. 

REVIEW that this process is how scripts become natural, second nature. Instead of having to 
think about what to say next, you’ll be able to listen to how your customer is responding. 
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Understand 
Scripts

Purpose

Benefits

Role Model

Role Play

the first sentence of the script out loud 5 timesRead

the second line of the script out loud 10 times 
while smilingRead

the same sentence five times while smilingRepeat

the script from memory. Recite the first 2 sentences 
ten times with a smileSay

the script by adding one sentence at a time, 
repeating ten timesSay

the entire script as fast as you can, five times in a row Say



OVERVIEW the next part of the agenda.

SAY now that we know the scripts, let’s practice using them.
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Benefit of Using 
Scripts

Role Model: 
Memorizing 

Scripts

Role Play: 
Script 

Practice

Purpose of 
Scripts

Recap and 
Aha’s

Daily Success 
Habits



INSTRUCT participants to turn to page 8 in their Participant Guide. 

EXPLAIN that participants will be working with a partner to practice scripts. 

EXPLAIN that they will be working on the part one instructions first. 

REVIEW the instructions for part one included in the Participant Guide.

ASK participants if they have any questions about part one before they begin.

ALLOW time for partners to work through the set of instructions. If there is an odd number of 
participants, partner up with the remaining person.

ASK participants for any aha’s or questions they had after part one is complete.

EXPLAIN the instructions for part two of the activity. 

ASK participants if they have any questions about part two before they begin.

ALLOW time for partners to work through the set of instructions.

ASK participants for any aha’s or questions they have after part two is complete.
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Understand 
Scripts

Purpose

Benefits

Role Model

Role Play

Part One:

1. Pick any script.

2. Pick a partner.

3. Practice:

• Partner A- stand up and 

follow the 6 steps.

• Partner B- hold partner A 

accountable.

4. Switch partner roles and repeat 

steps 3.

Part Two:

1. With the same partner:

• Partner A- say entire script 

conversationally.

• Partner B- hold partner A 

accountable and provide 

feedback.

2. Switch partner roles and repeat 

step 1.

3. Repeat steps 1-2 as many times 

as possible in the time allowed.



INSTRUCT participants to turn to page 9 in their Participant Guide.

EXPLAIN that like any new skill, becoming an expert on scripts will take practice to learn and 
perfect. They should practice their scripts daily, so they are sharp and always ready with the 
exact right words to say or the perfect question to ask. 

INSTRUCT participants to say out loud “Learning scripts will make great things happen in my 
life.”

EXPLAIN that it is not only important to practice script, but to have the right mindset about 
them. 

REVIEW some of the ways that script practice can be incorporated into their everyday routine:
Arrange a script practice partner. Spend 15 minutes each day reciting scripts. This can be face 
to face or virtually (i.e. Facetime).
Record yourself saying your scripts on your phone and play them back while speaking along 
with the recording

ASK participants for other ideas on how to build the habit of daily script practice. They can 
work as a whole group to brainstorm examples or work with small groups and report out. They 
can record additional ideas on page 9 of their Participant Guide. 
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Understand 
Scripts

Purpose

Benefits

Role Model

Role Play

Arrange a script practice partner. Spend 15 minutes each 
day reciting scripts. This can be face to face or virtually 
(i.e. Facetime)

Record yourself saying your scripts on your phone and 
play them back while speaking along with the recording

1

2

What are additional ideas that you have for building the 
daily habit of script practice?



SAY Let’s reflect on our Aha’s for the day and plan our success list
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Benefit of Using 
Scripts

Role Model: 
Memorizing 

Scripts

Role Play: 
Script Practice

Purpose of 
Scripts

Recap and 
Aha’s

Daily Success 
Habits



INSTRUCT participants to turn to page 10 in their Participant Guide.

SAY: The goal of our time together is to help you think, feel, act, and use what you’ve learned 
to ignite your passion and help you achieve your Big Why.

INSTRUCT participants to write down their aha’s for each of the categories (think, feel, act).

DO: Ask volunteers to share their responses with the group.

ACKNOWLEDGE common themes.

SAY: Taking the time to reflect on what you’ve learned is important in building your confidence 
and celebrating your growth—we’ll do this activity during each learning module so that you can 
keep track of your learning journey!
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Aha’s to Achievement

How has your 
thinking
changed? 
What ideas or 
mindsets were 
new?

What do you 
feel differently 
about? What 
was 
meaningful to 
you today?

How will your 
behaviors be 
different going 
forward? What 
actions will 
you take going 
forward?

Recap

What tools, 
models, or 
systems will 
you definitely 
use? How will 
they make you 
accountable? 



SAY Now we will transition to our Daily Success habits

OVERVIEW
Build Daily Success Habits- 3-hour session. Includes:

Script practice
Lead generation 
Update contacts and follow-up
Contract practice (optional)
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Role Model: 
Memorizing 

Scripts

Role Play: 
Script Practice

Purpose of 
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EXPLAIN that the overall goal of Spark is for participants to get their first appointment. The 
tasks (on the slide) are the activities they need to be taking to help them reach the goal of their 
first appointment.

EXPLAIN that they can use reports in Command to track their database health. Their goal with 
their database health should be to keep their overall score at least 50% or greater.
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10 Contacts Added

10 Conversations a Day

10 Handwritten Notes

10 Home Previews per Week

Spark: Goals to Set Your Career on Fire



EXPLAIN that one of the Daily Success Habits is memorizing and internalizing scripts. 

EXPLAIN that learning scripts is important because:
Practicing and internalizing scripts allows your business to grow.
Just as a doctor learns anatomy before working with patients, agents need to learn scripts to 
prepare to have meaningful conversations with clients..
With scripts, you control the conversation by using purposeful language that helps you get to 
the end point: a closed transaction. 
They help you communicate your value. Once you have internalized scripts you can add your 
value proposition which will help lead generation efforts and lead to closed deals. 
Scripts help you uncover motivations (buyer/seller) and identify any objections so you can 
handle them upfront
Allow you to have a rehearsed response that delivers a powerful message in a way that the 
consumer will best understand
Allows you to ask questions in a way that they will be able to quickly share the information you 
need to better serve them
Help an agent gain confidence 

ASK participants if they have any questions before moving on. 
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Scripts

Why is it important to 
learn, internalize and 
personalize scripts?

• Lead generate

• Uncover motivations

• Identify objections

• Close deals

• Speak in terms the customer understands

• Build confidence 



TIME: 30 minutes

CHOOSE a relevant script from the Spark Script Book to focus on today. 

EXPLAIN that after hearing an example, participants will then have time to role play the 
chosen script with partners.

ROLE MODEL the chosen script with a volunteer. 

EXPLAIN the steps (below) that participants will follow for Role Play practice:
Participants will spend five minutes reading the script aloud to themselves.
Participants will pair up with a partner and take turns reciting the script until they can work 
without a prompt. This should take about five minutes.
Participants can video record each other practicing scripts to watch and learn from 
later (optional).
Repeat steps (using the same partner) with other selected scripts until 30 minutes is up.
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Role-Play:

Script 
Practice

30 minutes



REVIEW the Rules and Exceptions regarding the Do Not Call Registry located in the beginning 
of the Ignite Script Book:
Subscribe to the Registry

The registry is hosted on a dedicated website. Your Market Center should subscribe to 
the Registry and provide you with log in credentials. Note that it is a violation of federal 
law to make ANY telemarketing calls without access to the Registry.

Check Before You Call
Before making a call, check to see if the consumer is on the Registry. If the consumer 
is on the Registry, do not call!

Update Your Call List Regularly
Delete all numbers in the Registry from your list – at least every 31 days.

Honor Consumers' Requests
Never call a consumer if the consumer requests to be placed on your personal (or your 
Market Center’s) do not call list. All consumer do not call requests must be placed on a 
list and honored permanently, unless the consumer subsequently consents to be 
called.

Know the State and Federal laws
Know that in addition to federal laws, many states also have laws governing 
telemarketing. Make sure you are familiar and compliant with your state’s laws.

EXPLAIN that participants should only be calling their sphere of influence or referrals that they 
have permission to have a conversation with.
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Subscribe to the registry 

Update your call list regularly

Know the state and federal laws

Check before you call

Honor consumers’ requests

Under federal law, sellers and 
telemarketers (including real estate 
agents) are prohibited from calling 

consumers listed on the Federal Trade 
Commission’s Do Not Call Registry.

Compliance:
Do Not Call



TIME: 1 hour

EXPLAIN that real-play activities done through Ignite that are done in the classroom are 
money-making activities done with the support and guidance of you (the trainer) and the other 
participants.

REVIEW the steps of the activity.
Say the affirming message out loud. “I always come from contribution. People will welcome my 
call.”
Call contacts from your database (people you know) and referral names you have been given 
by your contacts. Participants should only call people they have permission to have a 
conversation with.
Use the scripts provided to make calls

Suggest a met-up to reconnect
Update contact in Command by adding notes that reflect the outcome of your 
conversations. Do this for each contact you call.
Add the contact to a Neighborhood Nurture in Command

Call for 60 minutes and contact as many people as possible

TELL participants to turn to someone close to them. They will say the affirming message out 
loud to the other person before starting the real-play activity, “I always come from contribution. 
People will welcome my call.” 

TELL participants what time class will resume.  

After the 60-minute call time is over:
ASK participants to report out the results of their calls. You can ask the additional questions to 
further progress the conversation. Ask: 
What will you do differently tomorrow? 
What do you need help with?

COACH participants on any appointments they set. Role model and role play scripts and 
dialogues for these appointments where appropriate.
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Real-Play:

Lead 
Generation

Calling with 
Scripts

1 hour



TIME: 30 minutes

DEMONSTRATE how to add contacts in Command.
Review the following help article to see how to add a contact in Command: 
https://answers.kw.com/hc/en-us/articles/360015702154-Add-a-Contact

DEMONSTRATE how to add notes about the conversation to the contact in Command.
Participants should add necessary notes regarding the conversations they just had.

INSTRUCT participants to write handwritten notes to 2-3 people to thank them for their time
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Update 
Contacts

& 
Follow Up

30 minutes



** This activity is optional.
TIME: 30 minutes

EXPLAIN that understanding and explaining the contract to clients is a vital part of closing a 
deal. Contracts are complicated and require you to be precise, so practicing with them a little 
every day sets you up for success for your first closing.

BRING copies of one of the contracts used by your Market Center

CHOOSE one of the suggested activities below to lead participants through using that contract. 
Don’t choose the same activity every day. 

CLOSE READING: 
ROLE MODEL how to closely read a contract by reading one section out loud. 
INSTRUCT participants to closely read a section of the contract on their own. and 
ASK each participant to share 3 aha’s, questions, or concerns. 

PRACTICE WRITING: 
CHOOSE a recently closed property and display or read the necessary closing 
conditions, address, etc. 
INSTRUCT participants to practice writing a contract for that property. 
COMPARE the participants’ contracts to the actual signed contract for that property. 

EXPLAIN CONTRACTS: 
DIVIDE participants into pairs. 
INSTRUCT participants to read a section of the contract. and 
ASK participants to practice explaining that portion of the contract to their partner as if 
their partner was a client. 

ADDENDUM QUIZ: 
LIST potential situations that would require one or more addendums to the contract. 
GIVE a point to the first participant to guess the correct addendums. 
ANNOUNCE the person with the most points as the winner. 
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Real-Play:

Contract 
Practice

30 minutes



DEMONSTRATE how to access the ? for help in Command
Explain the options

Keller Williams University (help articles and videos)
Chat with support
Post an idea (ideas.kw.com)

DEMONSTRATE how to access resources on the Tech Enabled Agent page on Connect
Technology > Tech Enabled Agent > Get Training > select one of the training options listed 
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Get Help
Use Command and Connect to get help.

Command Connect



TELL participants to turn to page 11 in their participant guide. 

REVIEW how to create a success list:
Take 5 minutes to create a list of tasks they need to complete related to the Ignite session just 
attended. 
After they have their list they will denote with an “X” if the item is a to do or a should do. 
Then, participants will prioritize their should do’s by putting a number by each item (1 being the 
most important)
Instruct participants to partner up and take 5 minutes for a peer to review and provide 
feedback. Peer review questions:

What are the should dos and to dos? 
Are you thinking in order of priority?

ASK for any volunteers to share their first priority item off their list.
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To Do
Should 

Do
Priority Task

Are tasks written as observable actions or are they written as results?

Create Your Success List



ASK participants to complete the Ignite evaluation survey
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Please Complete the Ignite Survey

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/RKTNT3B

Scan QR code to 
access survey

Or type in this link
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